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The precise measurement of the gravity of the earth plays a pivotal role in various fundamen-
tal research and application fields. Although a few gravimeters have been reported to achieve
this goal, miniaturization of high-precision gravimetry remains a challenge. In this work, we have
proposed and demonstrated a miniaturized gravimetry operating at room temperature based on a
diamagnetic levitated micro-oscillator with a proof mass of only 215 mg. Compared with the latest
reported miniaturized gravimeters based on Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems, the performance of
our gravimetry has substantial improvements in that an acceleration sensitivity of 15 µGal/

√
Hz

and a drift as low as 61 µGal per day have been reached. Based on this diamagnetic levitation
gravimetry, we observed the earth tides, and the correlation coefficient between the experimental
data and theoretical data reached 0.97. Some moderate foreseeable improvements can develop this
diamagnetic levitation gravimetry into chip size device, making it suitable for mobile platforms such
as drones. Our advancement in gravimetry is expected to facilitate a multitude of applications,
including underground density surveying and the forecasting of natural hazards.

Introduction.—Starting from Galileo, the accurate
measurement of the earth’s gravity has been an impor-
tant topic in physics. Measuring the earth’s gravity, or
the changes in the gravitational field, is not only a key
technology in fundamental research, such as testing the
equivalence principle, isotropy of post-Newtonian gravity
and determining the Newtonian gravitational constant[1–
3], but also crucial in many application fields, such as
predicting volcanic eruptions, monitoring earthquakes,
and detecting underwater and underground resources or
targets[4–6]. Gravimeters can be divided into two cat-
egories: absolute gravimeters and relative gravimeters.
Absolute gravimeters acquire the gravitational acceler-
ation g by directly measuring a free-falling object, in-
cluding the classic absolute gravimeter[7], which uses a
prism as the free-falling object, and quantum absolute
gravimeter[8], which use a group of atoms. While ab-
solute gravimeters offer the advantage of minimal drift,
they are bulky and expensive.

Relative gravimeters measure the relative variations of
local gravitational acceleration by detecting the displace-
ment of an oscillator. Compared to absolute gravime-
ters, solid-state relative gravimeters can achieve sig-
nificantly smaller sizes. Examples include the fused-
quartz gravimeter[9] and the recently developed MEMS
gravimeters[10, 11]. However, their long-term deploy-
ment and accuracy are limited by a rather large drift
caused by the stress relaxation effect inherent in the solid-
state system. Especially, for low-frequency geodynamical
signals measurements, where gravity changes occur over
time scales of days to years, such as hydrology, glacial

isostatic adjustment, and Chandler wobble, low drift of
the gravimeter is necessary[12]. Another type of relative
gravimeter is the superconducting gravimeter[13], which
belongs to levitated mechanical system and has a very
low drift. However, superconducting gravimeters need to
operate at extremely low temperatures to maintain su-
perconductivity, which makes them bulky and expensive
like absolute gravimeters. Therefore, there is a need to
develop a lightweight, low-drift relative gravimeter that
operates at room temperature.
Levitated mechanical systems have been developed

in recent years based on different methods, includ-
ing superconducting magnetic levitation[14, 15], dia-
magnetic levitation[16], electric levitation[17], optical
levitation[18, 19], and so on. Thanks to the ultrahigh
force detection sensitivity of these levitated mechanical
oscillators, they have been widely used in the field of
detecting weak signals due to charge, spin, temperature,
etc.[20–22], and have also been applied in the exploration
of fundamental physics like the dark energy model[23],
wave function collapse models[17, 24], and observation of
quantum effects[25, 26]. Among these levitation meth-
ods, the diamagnetic levitation and superconducting lev-
itation have been achieved with resonant frequency as
low as a few hertz, making them ideal for detecting weak
gravity changes. Recently, acceleration sensitivities lower
than 10 µGal/

√
Hz have been achieved with diamagnetic

levitation oscillators (1 Gal = 1 cm/s2)[23, 27], demon-
strating the ability to detect weak acceleration variations
(a few µGal) under the large earth gravitational accelera-
tion background g (980 Gal). The diamagnetic-levitated
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micro-oscillator, due to its lack of mechanical losses in-
herent in solid-state systems and its small volume, offers
a promising avenue to implement a miniaturized, low-
drift relative gravimeter at room temperature.

In this work, we report the successful measurement of
the earth tides using a diamagnetic levitation gravimeter
at room temperature. The correlation coefficient between
the experimental results and the theoretical calculation
of the earth tides is 0.97, the corresponding acceleration
sensitivity is 15 µGal/

√
Hz at 1 Hz, and a bias instability

of 5.1 µGal is observed. More importantly, the drift of
this method is only 61 µGal per day, one of the best val-
ues among relative gravimeters. Finally, we discuss the
future development of miniaturized low-drift gravimeters
using this approach and their potential applications in
underground resources detection and other areas.

Experimental system.—For a harmonic oscillator, the
response of displacement x(ω) to acceleration a(ω) at fre-
quency ω/2π is:

x(ω) =
a(ω)√

(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + (γω)2

(1)

where ω0/2π is the resonant frequency and γ/2π is the
dissipation of the oscillator. In the region far below res-
onance, where gravimeters operate, the displacement is
inversely proportional to the square of the resonant fre-
quency. Therefore, the response of displacement to the
gravity signal can be improved by decreasing the reso-
nant frequency in Z direction of the oscillator. The ex-
perimental device, as shown in Fig. 1(a), uses a levitated
magnet placed right below the lifting magnet as an os-
cillator. At the equilibrium position, the lifting force
produced by the lifting magnet is balanced by the grav-
ity of the levitated magnet, resulting in a net force of
zero. Two diamagnetic slabs made of pyrolytic graphite
are placed above and below the levitated magnet to gen-
erate a low-frequency trap in Z direction[28]. By tuning
the gap spacing between two pyrolytic graphite slabs, the
frequency of resonance mode along Z direction is tuned
to as low as 1 Hz. Adding pyrolytic graphite slabs around
the oscillator raises the resonant frequency of X and Y
modes to suppress displacement in X and Y directions of
the oscillator, overcoming disturbances caused by floor
tilt.

Fig. 1(b) shows the schematic of oscillator displace-
ment detection[23]. The displacement of the oscillator
is obtained by detecting the position of the copper wire
that is glued to the surface of the levitated magnet. A
laser beam with a wavelength of 633 nm enters the vac-
uum chamber through optical fibers and then is focused
by a lens. The copper wire is placed at the focal point
to achieve maximum displacement response along the Z
direction. The displacement responses in X and Y di-
rections are an order of magnitude lower than in the Z
direction, which also helps reduce disturbances caused by
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FIG. 1. (Color online). Schematic of the diamagnetic levita-
tion gravimeter. a, The diamagnetic levitated micro-oscillator
with a proof mass of 215 mg is placed in the aluminum frame.
The thermometer and heater are fixed on the aluminum frame
to stabilize the temperature of the permanent magnets with
the PID controller. A vacuum chamber and thermal isolators
are used to avoid ambient temperature disturbances. Mag-
netic shields are placed outside the aluminum frame to shield
against external magnetic field. A 633-nm laser beam reaches
the displacement sensor and is then sent to a photodetector
through optical fibers. Piezoelectric positioners are used to
control the position of displacement sensor to ensure that the
copper wire is exactly at the focal point of the laser beam.
Tilt adjusters are used to level the setup. A magnetometer
is placed outside of the vacuum chamber to measure the ex-
ternal magnetic field. b, Schematic of oscillator displacement
detection. The laser beam is focused by a lens. The copper
wire is placed on the focal point, where displacement sensi-
tivity in Z direction is maximum. c, The measured response
curve of voltage to displacement in Z direction of b. It can
be seen that the response curve has very good linearity in the
range of -1 µm to 1 µm, with the R-squared of linear fitting
for this segment of the data reaching 0.999.

floor tilt. Fig. 1(c) shows the measured response curve of
voltage to displacement in Z direction for this detection
device. The linear response range of voltage to displace-
ment is 2 µm. For an oscillator with resonant frequency
of 1 Hz, this displacement range corresponds to accelera-
tion variations of 7800 µGal, while the acceleration vari-
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ations caused by the earth tides are less than 400 µGal.
The detection device is placed on the X, Z piezoelec-
tric positioners. By moving these positioners, the copper
wire can be precisely positioned within this linear region
to measure the displacement of the oscillator.

The levitated magnet is naturally subject to the torque
and the force exerted by the magnetic field and its gra-
dient. Hence, we have incorporated magnetic shields
to mitigate unwanted external magnetic field. However,
the displacement of oscillator due to the external mag-
netic field within the laboratory is still observable. The
temporal change of the spatial gradient of external mag-
netic field can be regarded as proportional to the tem-
poral change in the external magnetic field, denoted as
δB(t). This is because the artificial external magnetic
field source and the gravimeter can be treated as rela-
tively static during the experiment. Therefore, the vari-
ation of the force on the oscillator caused by the spatial
gradient of the external magnetic field is proportional to
δB(t). The variation in torque on the oscillator gener-
ated by the external magnetic field is also proportional
to δB(t). As δB(t) in the laboratory is small and its
frequency is much lower than the oscillator’s resonant
frequency, the displacement of oscillator in translation
and rotation modes caused by an external magnetic field
is proportional to δB(t). A typic standard deviation of
0.86 µT for the external magnetic field has been observed,
resulting an acceleration noise of 137 µGal. Therefore, a
magnetometer has been used to measurement the change
of external magnetic field to reduce this impact by cor-
rection [29].

For permanent magnets, the remanence is
temperature-dependent, causing the position of the
oscillator to change with the temperature of the dia-
magnetic levitated mechanical system. To reduce the
temporal change of temperature, denoted as δT (t), we
use SmCo magnets as the lifting and levitated magnets
due to their low temperature coefficient of remanence.
In addition, the entire diamagnetic levitated mechanical
setup is placed in a vacuum chamber with a pressure
of 10−5 mbar, and thermal isolators made of Peek are
used as supporting legs of the magnetic shields and
aluminum frame to minimize heat exchange between the
magnets and external environment. A PID controller
is also used on the aluminum frame to stabilize the
temperature of the two magnets. A standard deviation
of 20 µK for the temperature of the lifting magnet has
been achieved, resulting in an acceleration noise of 5
µGal. The temperature is also recorded for reducing
this effect [29].

The measurement of the earth tides.—Local gravita-
tional acceleration experiences small variations due to
the earth tides, which result from changes in the rel-
ative phase between the Sun, Moon, and Earth. The
magnitude of these variations depends on local latitude,
altitude, and measurement time. the earth tides are a
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FIG. 2. (Color online). Measurement of the earth tides.
a, Data obtained from the diamagnetic levitated gravimeter.
Each blue dot represents the mean value of measured data
over a 1-hour period. A drift of 61 µGal per day has been
observed. b, Comparison between the theoretical and exper-
imental data of the earth tides. The red line is a theoretical
plot calculated with TSOFT [30]. The blue dots represent
the same data as in a, but with the drift removed. The corre-
lation coefficient between experimental data and theoretical
calculation is 0.97.

natural weak gravity signal that can be used to demon-
strate the sensitivity and long-term stability of gravime-
ters. The experimental setup is placed directly on the
floor of the basement without seismic isolation. After the
vacuum chamber was pumped, the magnitude of the drift
exponentially decayed over time for the first few weeks
and it took several weeks for the temperature and drift of
the experimental system to stabilize [29], then the data
were recorded continuously for 5 days from 24 to 29 Au-
gust 2023 in the laboratory (32.059°N, 118.771°E). The
data plotted in Fig. 2(a) represent experimentally mea-
sured acceleration variations over time, averaged with a
time constant of 1 hour. From this, a drift of the sys-
tem at 61 µGal per day is observed, which is almost an
order of magnitude lower than that of the fused-quartz
gravimeter (500 µGal per day) and twice as low as the
Glasgow MEMS gravimeter (140 µGal per day)[10]. Fig.
2(b) compares the theoretical calculation of the earth
tides using TSOFT software[30] and experimental mea-
surements. The system’s drift has been removed from
the experimental data. The correlation coefficient be-
tween the experimental data and theoretical calculation
reached 0.97. Using this earth tide signal to calibrate the
gravimeter, we determined that the acceleration sensitiv-
ity of the device is 15 µGal/

√
Hz [29].

Allan deviation is a useful technique to investigate the
stability of a device[31]. Fig. 3 shows the experimental
data in the time domain and the corresponding Allan
deviation. Fig. 3(a) displays a full-noise measurement
data set, with spikes marked with number 1 and 2 rep-
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FIG. 3. (Color online). Allan deviation. a, Raw data with a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz. Points 1 and 2 are earthquake signals
that occurred off the east coast of Honshu, Japan and in the Bali Sea, Indonesia, respectively. b, Data from a corrected for
external magnetic field and temperature. c, Data from b with the theoretical tide signal removed. d, Data from c with drift
removed. e−h, represent the Allan deviation of the data in a−d, respectively. The bias instability of this gravimeter is 5.1
µGal at an average time of 6000 s.

resenting earthquake signals that occurred off the east
coast of Honshu, Japan and in the Bali Sea, Indonesia,
respectively. The noise measured in the early hours of the
morning is noticeably smaller than during the day, which
is consistent with the external magnetic field noise in the
laboratory. Fig. 3(b) shows the same data as in Fig.
3(a), but corrected for external magnetic field and tem-
perature signals through a regression method. Floor tilt
variations were also recorded during the experiment, but
no discernible effect on the raw data was observed. Fig.
3(c) presents the same data as in Fig. 3(b), but with the
earth tide signal removed. Fig. 3(d) plots the same data
as in Fig. 3(c), but with drift removed. Fig. 3(e)−3(h)
show the Allan deviation of data in Fig. 3(a)−3(d), re-
spectively. The broad peak from 104 s to 105 s in Fig.
3(f) is the tide signal. A bias instability of 5.1 µGal is
obtained with an integration time of 6000 s, as shown in
Fig. 3(h).

Discussion and summary.—We have observed the
earth tides using a diamagnetic levitation gravimeter,

TABLE I. Comparison of key parameters between this work
and typical relative gravimeters operating at room tempera-
ture.

Gravimeters
Sensitivity Drift

(µGal/
√
Hz) (µGal/Day)

Scintrex CG-5 [9] 2 500

Glasgow MEMS [10] 40 140

HUST MEMS [11] 8 2400

This Work 15 61

the correlation coefficient between experimental data and
theoretical calculation is 0.97. TABLE I is a comparison
between this work and typical relative gravimeters op-
erating at room temperature. An acceleration sensitiv-
ity of 15 µGal/

√
Hz and a drift of 61 µGal per day has

been achieved, suitable for underground density survey-
ing and the forecasting of natural hazards. To put the
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current acceleration sensitivity in perspective for density
contrast imaging, an ore body with a residual density of
2000 kg/m3 and a size of 20× 20× 20 m3 at a depth of
84 m can be detected in one second.

Since the thermal noise of the oscillator
(0.8 µGal/

√
Hz) is much lower than the measured

acceleration noise (15 µGal/
√
Hz), the present accel-

eration sensitivity of our device is mainly limited by
seismic noise and external magnetic field noise. Hence,
the gravimeter can be further miniaturized by reducing
the proof mass of the oscillator to several hundred µg
without deteriorating its current acceleration sensitivity.
The low magnetic field gradient required is as low as
the order of 10−1 T/m, which can be provided by an
integrated coil. With these anticipated improvements, it
will be feasible to integrate this device into a chip, mak-
ing it suitable for a wide range of mobile measurement
platforms including drones.

Regarding to the drift, it is in the opposite direction
to the earth’s gravity, which cannot be explained by the
magnetic flux decay of permanent magnets. A possible
reason could be that water molecules from the air attach
to the surface of the levitated magnet but are slowly re-
leased in the vacuum during the experiment, leading to a
gradual reduction in the weight of the levitated magnet
over time. Nevertheless, the magnetic flux decay of per-
manent magnets is expected to be the main factor con-
tributing to the drift of diamagnetic levitation gravime-
try. For SmCo magnets in air, the flux decay corresponds
to drift about 10 µGal per day[32]. In a vacuum condi-
tion, where magnets are protected from oxidation, an
ultralow drift at sub-µGal scale could be expected.
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